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Cars have always been at the fore front of human fantasy and innovation, but have also become a
part of our daily routine. A car attracts a person with its looks, style and features. But, it is also a fact
that maintaining a car is always a big deal than owing a car. A Car is no more different from other
machines; it requires regular repairs and maintenance, and thereâ€™s so many ways to enhance
performance on vehicles. Repairing a car always calls for replacement of some old damaged parts
or components with the new ones. There are thousands of small and large size components that
need to be replaced after certain period. Car makers supply complete range of original components
and spares for their cars. They recognized some OEMâ€™s (original equipments manufacturers) which
are authorized by car companies to supply genuine car body kits and performance parts with OEM
fitment.

Car body kits and performance parts comprise of everything that you require to enhance your carâ€™s
look and performance. Basically car body kits are customized spares that enhance a carâ€™s looks and
style. They include exterior spares such as front bumpers, side bars, headlamps and rims. On the
other hand car performance parts are those parts that are responsible for the performance of a car.
Those include all engine related components like crank shafts, air intakes, magnaflow, hsd colivers,
hub centric rings etc.

A carâ€™s overall look is as important as its performance. Both complement each other because people
have different preferences, some like looks and some prefer performance. It is very important that
during the upgrades of the vehicle, only the genuine body parts must be fitted in order increase the
life of the vehicle.

Being a car owner it is very important to differentiate between the parts, which are genuine and
which are not genuine. They both look same and their originality can only be understood by their
performance. One thing, which can help owners to distinguish between them, is their price. All
genuine parts are original and supplied directly from the manufacturerâ€™s facility, hence they are
priced higher compared to those which are not genuine. The non genuine car parts are often
supplied by local manufacturers to the local dealers with the same dimensions and packaging,
which makes it hard to recognize them.

The big question for car owners here is from where they should buy genuine spares? Car experts
always advise car owners to buy brand name performance parts. They might be expensive, but they
can pay off in the long term unlike non genuine performance parts. The best way to buy genuine car
body parts is from the manufacturerâ€™s own spares shop or workshops. They always sell original
parts, which have manufacturerâ€™s warranty. Apart from manufacturerâ€™s own outlets, there are some
recognized dealers which sell original spares authorized by the respective brands. Few of them are
online which seems to be a good choice.
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heavy prices on maintenance of cars must check out sources to have low cost original spare parts
for cars including car accessories. The car internal body parts such as a hub centric rings and a hsd
coliversare highly supplied by non genuine resources that hamper your carâ€™s performance. Buy
original a hid kits made in Taiwan and other body parts from http://www.TDOTPerformance.com
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